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 “Beauty is  in the eye of the beholder” states the old adage or maybe beauty is the eye 
of Dr. Karent Sierra. Born in New York to Colombian parents, “Dentist to the stars”, Dr. 
Sierra runs a cosmetic spa dentistry practice in the heart of Coral Gables. Just steps 
away from the luxurious Merrick Park Mall she aims each day to redefine cosmetic 
dentistry as we know it. Dr. Sierra provides a spa-like atmosphere which turns typically 
frightful dental experiences into soothing and relaxing visits. She firmly believes that 
creating “perfect” smiles for her patients changes their lives. She feels  Cosmetic 
Dentistry is  about giving people back their long lost confidence through creating 
beautiful new smiles by design. Dr. Sierra is one person who knows beauty. 

The former beauty queen reigned as  Miss  Carnival Miami in 1992 and was a featured 
model on Latin TV working on various  commercials, infomercials, and enjoying stints  as 
a hand model. Dr. Sierra went on to study at Marquette University and earned her 
certification through the Las Vegas Institute which is regarded as the Mecca for 
cosmetic Dentistry. 

Dr. Sierra specializes in full mouth extreme makeovers. The trust she has earned allows 
her a truly “fabulous” client following of some of Miami’s most recognized smiles 
including: Pitbull, Jon Secada, Thomas Kramer, Tom Daily, and famed shoe designers 
Donald J. and Lisa Pliner. Dr. Sierra considers her practice a dental boutique offering 
first rate treatment, state of the art equipment and the luxuries  expected at a spa. At her 
practice one is expected to have all five senses stimulated. Aroma therapy, soothing 
music, beautiful visuals, relaxing sensations, and even something to delight taste buds 
are all part of a patient visit. Currently Dr. Sierra can be seen in the current ads for 
Colgate for the Hispanic market as their current spokeswoman. In addition, she is also 
active in a myriad of charitable organizations and shooting a TV pilot. She is a Real 
Housewife of Miami cast member for Season 2 which will air on BRAVO Thursday 
September 13, 2012 at 9/10c. For a “sneak peek” of the trailer: http://t.co/J1kCFuFn. 
Karent has done an array of commercials, infomercials, and stints as a hand model. 
She resides in Coral Gables. 

Current Appearances: 
TV 
Commercial: Dunkin Donuts- Latin Market 
Commercial- Colgate- Latin Market 
Commercial- Dr. G’s Weight loss and Wellness 
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